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Abstract. Crop monitoring systems are one of the important aspects of Smart Agriculture.
Due to explosive growth of population there is an increase in demand for food products
while urbanization is causing shortage in manual labor. As the yield of a crop is greatly
affected by many climatic and environmental parameters, there is an urgent need for
efficient crop monitoring. Rapidly advancing IoT (Internet of Things) technologies
have shown very promising results and have automated most of the traditional processes
in farming. An efficient Crop Monitoring System (CMS) is proposed which automates
the monitoring by using the IoT and real-time data is shared securely using private
IOTA Tangle Distributed Ledger Technology. The proposed application equips farmers
with required information which will help them make decisions promptly based on
the real-time environmental parameters of the crop and reduces human labor. Data
privacy and security are other important aspects addressed in the proposed system by
setting up a private IOTA Tangle. Unlike public distributed ledgers, private distributed
ledgers provide data privacy and security by allowing only known participants to join
the network, thereby limiting the adversaries trying to tamper with the data. Practical
implementation of the proposed system is done and analyzed for scalability and
reliability.
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1 Introduction

Agriculture is one of the sectors which has been highly influenced and benefited from the
advancements in technology. From using human labor and indigenous tools which is referred
as Agriculture 1.0, processes used in farming have been modified significantly by introducing
the latest technological aspects for achieving better yield and making them climate-smart [17].
Different milestones in the history which have paved new ways for farming are shown in
Figure 1. Main driving forces for these revolutions are population, urbanization and demand
for food products. According to Our World in Data [20], the global population is currently
at 7.7 billion and is estimated 9 billion by the end of 2050 which clearly shows rapid increase
in demand for food products. Urbanization has led to reduction in availability of manual labor
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for farming tasks which has also been a limiting factor for reaching the demand. Another
important factor affecting the food product yield is the availability of arable land and natural
resources.

Ancestors moved away 
from hunting and 
gathering of animals to 
farming. Farming was 
limited to that area and 
products were not 
transported. 

Second Agriculture 
revolution happened 
along with Industrial 
revolution. Industrial 
revolution has led to 
availability of the 
machinery needed for 
agriculture. Machinery 
usage in agriculture 
has started in this 
revolution which has 
led to more yield.  

Adoptioin of 
technologies like 
Hybrid High Yield 
Varities, Chemical 
Fertilizers, Pesticides 
Started resulting in 
greater yield. 

Genetically Modified 
Crop products, 
Introducing 
autonomous farming 
process, Big Data, 
Artificial Intelligence, 
Blockchains are some 
of the aspects of the 
latest revolution in 
Agriculture. 
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Machine 
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Green 
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Fig. 1. Agricultural Revolutions.

The Internet of Agro-Things (IoAT), Big Data (BD), Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine
Learning(ML), and Distributed Ledgers are some of the latest technologies which are driving
the agricultural revolution 4.0 [24, 32]. The IoAT is agricultural things with capability of
connecting and sharing data with each other using different Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT’s). Smart agriculture is a new agricultural trend which integrates different
latest technologies to assist farming by providing real-time decision making capability along
with intelligent control and minimal usage of resources, while making the yield high and
predictable. One of the most important aspects of smart agriculture is real-time crop monitoring
systems as yield is impacted by many external interactions like weather patterns, water scarcity,
energy costs, etc. [10]. Such systems can help reduce the amount of human labor needed to
monitor the farms throughout the time of crop and enable farmers to take prompt decisions.
Multiple farm monitoring systems are already in place, both at the regional and national
level, such as the Global Information and Early Warning System (GIEWS), Famine Early
Warning System Network (FEWS NET), and Monitoring Agriculture with Remote sensing
(MARS) [9]. These systems have shown how important is to have an efficient crop monitoring
system in place but there is need for making these systems more robust and secure. A cyber-
attack on such systems which are targeted at farms, food supply-chain and automated control
mechanisms can cause catastrophic loss and also pose threat to the lives of consumers
[11]. Along with this, integrating and maintaining such Collaborative Control Systems
(CCS) is difficult and needs some conflict resolution among the components to improve the
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performance and prevent errors. The importance of such conflict resolution systems and two
novel Collaboration Detection and Prevention of Errors and Conflicts (CDPEC) algorithms
are developed and analyzed in [2] which has significantly reduced the potential faults in such
collaborative environments. A typical IoT architecture is shown in Figure 2.

Sensing 
layer
Includes 
sensors 
/Actuators 
collectively 
called 
things 

Network
layer
Includes 
Internet 
Gateways, 
Routers, 
Data 
Acquisition 
Systems

Cloud layer
has Data 
analytics 
and storage

Farmers 
(End User)

Fig. 2. Smart Agriculture Layered Architecture.

IoT devices are resource constrained and introducing complex encryption and decryption
mechanisms cannot be a feasible solution. The cloud layer in a typical IoT architecture is
capable of processing and storing large amounts of data and are generally a third party service
which is a central entity. Access times from the cloud mainly depends on the network traffic
and quality of network connection, which can be a problem in real-time systems like crop
monitoring systems. Without proper security mechanisms in place, an adversary can perform
a Distributed Denial of Service Attack (DDOS) and false data injection attacks. Apart from
these there is always a chance of Single Point Of Failure (SPOF) as the whole system data
are stored and processed at a central cloud server.

Distributed ledger Technology (DLT) is a novel approach of recording, sharing and
synchronizing data across multiple data stores participating in the network which is analogous
to network formed by the edge devices in IoT. Main components of DLT include nodes,
transaction, consensus mechanism, shared ledger and cryptography. A participant in this
peer-to-peer network who is responsible for generating the transaction and perform network
operations is called a node. Each node in the network will have its own copy of the distributed
ledger in order to make it tamper proof and has all the historical transaction data which can
be traversed through to verify. Consensus mechanism is a set of rules which are accepted
over the network and followed by all nodes to process an incoming transaction. DLT can
help to solve these problems and eliminate the central authority. It also provides security and
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prevents tampering of the data, False data injections and spamming. The proposed sFarm
system makes use of such a private DLT based on the Tangle Data structure for eliminating
the need for central authority which will remove the latency and provide a real-time data
sharing platform. Along with these attacks it also acts as a solution to provide data privacy
and security while providing a resource friendly and cost-efficient architecture.

The paper is organized in the following sections: Section 2 gives an overview of prior
related research work. Section 3 talks about the novel features of the proposed system. Section
4 will discuss how Distributed Ledger Technology is a viable solution for Crop Monitoring
Systems and the type of distributed ledger to be used in Smart Agriculture. Section 5 provides
the overview and working of the proposed system. Section 6 discusses the algorithm behind
the proposed sFarm. Section 7 provides the implementation and analysis details and section
8 provides the conclusion along with future research aspects.

2 Related Research Overview

The Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technologies have been showing very promising
applications in a variety of fields like Smart Healthcare [27,29], Smart Transportation [5,21]
along with Smart Agriculture since the time financial solution Bitcoin [22]. Bitcoin was solely
designed for keeping track of digital assets and it is very difficult to adapt it in other fields,
hence different platforms like Ethereum, EOS, NEO, and IOTA have been designed. Different
studies have been conducted to check the feasibility of the blockchain in Smart Agriculture
applications.

A use case of precision agriculture was proposed in [16], an extensive analysis of
combining DLT technologies with IOT devices as a data marketplace. DLT was also
analyzed as a solution for cattle farms in [8] where poultry farm data has been stored
on a public DLT and accessed using the Masked Authentication Messaging (MAM) data
communication protocol. The current paper uses private DLT, and performance analysis of
the proposed architecture is done to determine the throughput and reliability of the system.
Recently, a secure data sharing platform was developed for Smart Agriculture in [30]. Smart
contracts were used by different entities to determine the access policy. Smart Contracts
on EOS platform are used in this to define the access policies. Managing IoT devices
using the blockchain is presented in [13], one of the initial papers which has shown the
potential usage of smart contracts in managing different IoT devices. An Ethereum smart
contract based control was used. This work helped in understanding the potential usage
of smart contracts in IoT device control but there will be large number of IoT devices
while monitoring a farm and the Ethereum blockchain is not scalable and is not a feasible
solution in crop monitoring systems. The main bottleneck in using blockchain technology
is resource intensive consensus mechanisms like PoW which cannot be adapted into resource
constrained environments like IoT. Research has been conducted in proposing new IoT
friendly consensus mechanisms [25, 33] which helps in successfully adapting blockchain
technology into applications like Smart Agriculture. Apart from crop monitoring systems, the
blockchain shows potential applications in other important aspects of Smart Agriculture like
efficient supply chain tracking. Supply chain is too complex and involves many parties in
the process. Even with Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) applications in place, there is
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still many transactions happening with blinded parties resulting in significant loss of crop and
money. Many such farm-to-fork applications are also analyzed and implemented in [18,19,23].

As promising as DLT technology is for providing efficient solutions to scalability and
providing a secured environment for IOT Applications, it is still being improved and is
constantly evolving. Constant work is being done to remove the need for coordinator nodes
and making it fully decentralized. Other works for curbing address reuse [31] and increasing
scalability [3] for such tangle data structure based DLT’s is also being analyzed to make it
a feasible solution for IoT environments. A summary of related research is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Related Research and their Importance

Related Research Contributions
Lamtzidis et al. [16] Data Marketplace application using DLT and IoT technologies

was designed and analyzed.
Elham et al. [8] Proposed a poultry farm monitoring system using public DLT

and accessed using MAM data protocol.
Rahman et al. [30] Proposed a secure data sharing model for smart agriculture.

Proposed model was implemented in EOS environment and
analyzed.

Huh et al. [13] One of the initial papers which has shown the potential use of
smart contracts in IoT environment. Different smart contracts
were defined to control actuators like AC, Lights and Electric
meters.

Puthal et al. [25] A light weight IoT-friendly consensus mechanism called
Proof-of-Authentication (PoAh) is proposed replacing the
resource consuming PoW and improved the transaction
confirmation times.

Malik et al. [19] These authors have proposed a blockchain based solution
for supply chain in smart agriculture. They made use of
Access Control Lists (ACL) and Smart contracts to build a
three-layered architecture.

Madumidha et al. [18] Authors had discussed about different entities participating in
the supply chain of agricultural products and use-case analysis
was done for using RFID and IoT systems.

3 Novel Contributions

Below are the problems addressed and novel solutions proposed in current proposed sFarm
application.

3.1 Problems Addressed in the Current Paper

The problems of current Crop Monitoring Systems addressed in the current paper are:

– Single point of failure by having a centralized data sharing platform.
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– Centralized authorities controlling the shared data and monetizing without realizing
benefits to farmers.

– Data security and privacy issues as IoT is a resource constrained environment.
– False data injection by adversary nodes present in the network.
– Network congestion bottleneck and delay in processing requests hindering real-time

application performance.
– Delay in data sharing as the central server can be flooded.
– Denial-of-Service attacks can be performed by sending spam messages to central server.
– Cost of infrastructure usage and maintenance is usually high.

3.2 Novel Solutions Proposed

The novel contributions of the proposed sFarm are:

– Decentralized data sharing platform with real time data sharing.
– Providing a secure crop monitoring system to eliminate different security threats.
– Avoiding data tampering by providing a single source of truth using a distributed ledger.
– Continuous monitoring of different farm parameters and reporting to the farmer.
– Provide data privacy and security by implementing a private DL.
– Cost-efficient infrastructure for building and maintaining Real-Time Crop Monitoring

Systems.

4 Is the Distributed Ledger a Feasible Solution?

Each application should be analyzed to determine if DL is an apt solution. A path to analyzing
the feasibility of blockchain technology has been given in [26]. A similar analysis is performed
for proposed sFarm to check the feasibility of DLT technology in Smart Agriculture.

Multiple untrusted participants in data sharing and the need to dissolve a central entity is
one of the important characteristics for adapting a DLT solution [7]. Since there are multiple
sensor nodes and many actuator nodes along with the farmers to monitor and take decisions
in this smart agriculture architecture, DLT is a good choice. The data being monitored is used
for real-time monitoring and analysis of the climatic and environmental cycles, there is no
need for modifying the past stored data. As the transactions in DLT cannot be modified once
approved, it is apt solution in the proposed sFarm.

DLT is a solution when the main concern in the data sharing is with data privacy and
security [12]. IoT networks are prone for data leakage and data security issues because of lack
of security measures in such constrained environments Private DL implemented in sFarm
will limit and control the entities participating in the network operations thereby providing
data privacy and security. Private DL will also prevent spamming of the network by filtering
transactions coming from outside of network. The main characteristic of DL is providing a
tamper-proof single source of truth which makes it a very good technology to be used in such
crop monitoring systems like sFarm.

Most of the above discussed aspects are satisfied by the blockchain but the IOTA Tangle
data structure is chosen because of its scalability and cost of infrastructure. Choosing IOTA
Tangle enables the transactions to be processed in real-time and data is available readily to the
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farmers for making decisions. Each node in the network is responsible for performing required
Proof-of-Work (PoW). The PoW used in IOTA is not complex as it is used only for preventing
spamming whereas in blockchain PoW is used to provide immutability. Differences between
the blockchain and IOTA Tangle are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of Blockchain and IOTA Tangle data structures

Feature Blockchain IOTA Tangle
Structure Special type of DAG where each

block is connected to previous block
using hash pointer.

Data blocks flow in one direction and each
block is connected to two other blocks
using hash pointers.

Security Provides high security by using
complex consensus

Provides less security compared to
blockchain and is apt solution for not much
critical applications needing scalability.

Decentralization Decentralized and no need for
coordinator node.

Less decentralization as there is a
coordinator node.

Cost of transaction Certain transaction fee will be
levied for each transaction and it
may increase based on the traffic
congestion.

There are no miners in Tangle making it
fee-less for sending transactions.

Transaction time Increases with increase in network
traffic

Decreases with increase in network traffic.

Scalability Predetermined block sizes and block
generation times will make the
transactions to stall and limit the
scalability.

Each transaction node performs PoW for
two tip nodes in tangle for it’s transaction
to be attached, hence making tangle highly
scalable with large number of participants.

Applications Designed specifically for digital asset
control and ownership.

Designed for IoT Applications to reach
the scalability and provide security.

By taking all these factors into account, sFarm makes use of private IOTA Tangle for
implementing the crop monitoring system.

5 Architectural Overview of sFarm

An architectural overview of the system is shown in Fig. 3. The main components of the
proposed architecture are sensing nodes, edge nodes, private DLT network based on Tangle
data structure, and users.

5.1 Sensing Nodes

Sensing nodes are placed at different locations of the field. The main responsibility of the
sensing node is sensing the environmental parameters and sending the data to the edge devices.
Sensing nodes are not capable of storing large data or perform high level computations. They
should also be power efficient as the replacing and maintenance costs should be low as there
will be potentially thousands of such devices in a large farm. The proposed monitoring makes
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Fig. 3. Architectural Overview of sFarm,

use an MCU for connecting all sensors and to send the information to the edge devices for
further processing. A simple sensing node is proposed in sFarm with a sensor to monitor air
temperature, humidity and GPS sensor to track its location to map the spatial data. A block
diagram of sFarm is shown in Fig. 4.

5.2 Edge Node

The edge node is responsible for collecting data from the sensing nodes. A single board
computer is used as the edge device in the proposed sFarm application. Data from the MCU
is sent to the edge device using a lightweight publish-subscribe network protocol. Unlike
sensing nodes, edge nodes have both computational and data storage capabilities to manage
large amounts of data. The data being sent from different sensing nodes will be collected
and processed by using DLT client libraries and made into a transaction which is sent to the
private DLTs using API calls.

The temperature and humidity sensor used can monitor the temperature ranges from
0-50°C with an accuracy of ±2°C and humidity in the range of 20-90% RH with an accuracy
of ±5% RH. The GPS module used is able to track 22 satellites on 66 channels to provide a
location accuracy of 1.8 meters. It has inbuilt internal patch antenna and also a u.FL connector
is available to connect an external antenna. Power usage is very low and draws only 25mA
during tracking and 20mA during navigation.

6 Proposed Algorithm for sFarm

Environmental data from the field is collected by sensing nodes and is transferred to the edge
node by using a lightweight pubsub network protocol. A sensing node publishes the data to a
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Fig. 4. Block Diagram of sFarm.

topic and each edge node is subscribed to multiple topics to receive data from multiple sensing
nodes. The received data is pre-processed using client libraries and a transaction is formatted
and generated. The edge node is also responsible for executing Proof-of-Work (PoW) for the
tips selected in the tangle data structure. Once a valid nonce is computed, the transaction is
sent to one of the nodes in the private DLT implemented. Transaction generation is shown
in Algorithm 1. Once the transactions are added to the DL, a streams framework based data

Algorithm 1 Proposed Data Upload Algorithm for sFarm
Input: Temperature, Humidity and GPS Position data from sensing node
Output: Transaction Hash from Private Distributed Ledger
1: A topic τS is created for each sensing node S
2: Each edge node E can subscribe to topics from multiple sensing nodes
3: E.subscribe(τS)
4: for Every time interval ti do
5: Prepare a message µ with Temperature (temp), Humidity(hum) and GPS data
6: S.Publish(τ ,µ(temp,Hum,GPS))
7: end for
8: while Message ∈ topic τ do
9: E← Receive(τ ,µ)

10: E runs Tip selection algorithm and get two tips T1,T2 from DLT
11: Proof-of-Work(PoW) executed by edge node and Nonce η is computed
12: Payload ρ← Client.preparePayload(µ(temp,Hum,GPS),η)
13: Prepare Transaction Γ ← Client.prepareTransaction(ρ,η)
14: if Client Connected then
15: result ρ← Connection.sendTransaction( Γ )
16: else
17: Connection← Client.connect(Provider URL, Port)
18: result ρ← Connection.sendTransaction( Γ )
19: end if
20: return ρ.hash
21: end while

protocol is used for structuring and navigating through the data in the ledger securely. Within
a private network the data being sent to the ledger may not be required to be encrypted as
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all the participants in network are trusted parties. If an access policy needs to be enforced on
the data, public key encryption can be used to encrypt the data before sending it to the ledger
and only authorized parties with private keys will be able to access the data. The data access
algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Proposed Data Access Algorithm for sFarm
Input: Root Node, Client Node, Port and Minimum Weight Magnitude (MWM)
Output: Organized data from tangle
1: A channel τ is created using streams framework
2: Publisher Υ has public key information Kpub of the intended recipient ρ and can encrypt data

before sending to ledger
3: Recipient ρ subscribes to the channel of interest to receive messaged from Publisher Υ in real-time
4: ρ.subscribe(τ)
5: while Message ∈ stream τ do
6: Recipient ρ receives encrypted message ψ
7: ρ← Receive(τ)
8: Received encrypted data ψ is decrypted using private key Kprv of recipient ρ
9: Decrypted message µ← decrypt(ψ,Kprv)

10: Decrypted messages can be displayed on web pages using Application Programming Interfaces
(API)

11: if Node Not Connected then
12: Connection← Client.connect(Client Node URL, Port)
13: end if
14: end while

7 Implementation and Validation

7.1 Implementation

The sensing node which is placed at different locations of the field for sensing is shown in Fig.
5. In the implemented design both location and environmental parameter data is combined
together and sent to the edge device which is responsible for preparing the IOTA transaction
and send it to the IOTA Tangle DLT. Communication between the edge node and edge device
is achieved in the implementation by using a message broker. A topic is defined, and the
edge node makes use of this topic to publish the data updates from time to time. The edge
device receives all these updates by subscribing to that topic. Once data is received by the
edge device it acts as a client and uses client libraries for modifying the received data into
a transaction and send it to the IOTA private tangle network. Data being sent from the sensing
node is shown in Fig. 6.

7.2 Agriculture Datasets and Community Data Sharing using the Proposed sFarm

The proposed sFarm architecture can also be used for community data sharing applications.
Community data sharing platforms can help in educating farmers about the type of crop to
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Fig. 5. Implemented sensing Node along with Edge Device.

Fig. 6. Continued Readings from the Sensing Node.

be grown based on weather conditions, prevailing crop infections and many other important
information that can be part of decision support tools. Three different datasets for crop
recommendation, production, and yield are taken with different sizes of data and analyzed
for the transaction times taken for each data to be uploaded to the distributed ledger. A Crop
Recommendation Dataset [14] helps farmers in formulating a strategy based on different
field parameters like Nitrogen, Phosphorous, Potassium, Temperature, Humidity, pH of soil
and rainfall to determine the type of crop to be grown. Another dataset [15] with medium
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size focuses on the prediction of crop price yield by using different regional attributes. Along
with these, a large dataset [1] provide information about the cop production in India over
several years, is also used in this application. Average data upload times are computed in the
implemented sFarm application for these three different datasets and the results are presented
in Table 3.

Table 3. Average Transaction Times and Estimated Upload Times For Community Data Sharing using
sFarm

Dataset Size of Dataset (in
KB)

Number of Records Average
Transaction
Time (in sec)

Estimated Upload
Times(in hr)

Crop
Recommendation
Dataset [14]

146.52 2200 1.01 0.31

Corn Yield [15] 2781 23475 2.29 14.96
Crop Production
Dataset [1]

14958 246091 1.24 85.04

The estimated time for uploading larger datasets increases rapidly when the size of data
increases. This is due to the Proof-of-Work needed to be performed by the uploading client.
PoW difficulty increases as the number of transactions sent by the same node increases
within a short span of time to reduce spamming of the network. To avoid this, off-chain
storage can be a solution or the data can be segmented and uploaded using different clients
to reduce the upload times. In addition, remote PoW can also be implemented using more
powerful hardware other than clients dedicated specifically for performing PoW required
for transactions of client. If the data consists of images, uploading image data directly as
the JSON input is not a feasible solution. A possible alternative approach is to upload these
files on off-chain storage like AWS S3 bucket and store the Uniform Resource Locator
(URL) information to DLT. This is analyzed in the proposed sFarm by storing the images
from datasets [4,6,28]. Sample images of apple, grape and tomato leafs from the dataset are
shown in Fig. 7. Different grades of pomegranate are shown in Fig. 8, and cabbage disease
classification data are shown in Fig. 9.

7.3 sFarm Validation

Near real-time data availability is one of the main aspects of crop monitoring systems like
the proposed sFarm for prompt actions to be taken by the farmer. For evaluating real-time
operations, transaction confirmation times are evaluated. An edge node with a quad-core
ARM A72 CPU with 4 GB RAM is considered and 50 test runs are performed. Transaction
confirmation times are noted for each test run and an average transaction time is computed.
Fig. 10 shows the transaction times and the average time. The average transaction times for the
implemented sFarm application is 1401ms. A 1.4 second delay is acceptable as the climatic
and environmental changes are gradual and do not change within seconds significantly. As
the farm size increases, the number of sensing nodes to cover the entire field increases in
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(b) Black Rot Infected Apple Leaf(a) Healthy Apple Leaf

(c) Healthy Tomato Leaf (d) Tomato Leaf Infected with Bacterial Spots

(e) Healthy Grape Leaf (f) Grape Leaf infected with Black Measles

Fig. 7. Plant Disease Dataset [6] (a),(b) Shows Healthy and Black Rot Infected Apple Leaves respectively
(c),(d) Shows Healthy and Bacterial Infected Tomato Leaves respectively (e),(f) Shows Images of Healthy
and Black Measles Infected Grape Leaves respectively

(a) Pomegranate with Superior G1 Q1 Quality (b) Pomegranate with G2 Q1 Quality

(c) Pomegranate with G3 Q1 Quality (d) Pomegranate with G3 Q4 Quality

Fig. 8. Pomegranate Fruit Quality Dataset [28] Pomegranate Classified into 3 Grades - G1,G2,G3 and
each grade subdivided into 4 Quality labels Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4. (a) Shows the Image of Highest Grade
Highest Quality Pomegranate (b) Shows the Highest Quality of Grade 2 Pomegranate with slight Defects
(c) Shows not Ripe Pomegranate and comes under Grade 3 (d) Shows Pomegranate With least Quality
and Grade
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(a) Fresh Chinese Cabbage Image (b) Cabbage Plant Infected with Back Moth

(c) Cabbage Plant Infected by Leaf Miner (d) Cabbage Plant Infected by Mildew

Fig. 9. Cabbage Disease Dataset [4] (a) Image shows Fresh Un-infected Cabbage Leafs (b) Shows
Image of Cabbage Infected by Back Moth (c) Shows Image of Infected Cabbage Plant by Leaf Miner
(d) Shows a Cabbage Plant Infected by Meldew
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proportion to the farm area. Hence, the power consumption of each node should be minimal.
Maximum current use for the implemented end node including both temperature sensor and
GPS module is 33.95mA. Assuming all electronic devices in the sensing node are consuming
maximum current, the amount of power consumed is estimated to be 0.169 W. Assuming
1000 such sensing nodes are running in the field continuously for 24 hours, they will consume
only 4.056 units of electricity which is very small. Considering the fact that usage of solar
energy in fields is common, the cost of operating the proposed sensing nodes in large numbers
is efficient and affordable.

The IOTA private tangle implemented for the proposed sFarm consists of two peer nodes
along with a coordinator node. Transactions from the edge nodes will be sent to the peer
nodes. As the number of edge nodes increases, the number of transactions reaching each peer
node in the IOTA Tangle network increases. The throughput of the IOTA Tangle node helps
in determining the scalability of the proposed model. Each peer node in the private Tangle
of sFarm is designed with a Quad-core CPU with 4GB of RAM. To determine the throughput
of the node, 1000 sample messages are sent within a span of one minute to the same Hornet
node. Response times and the error rates are measured to determine the scalability. Statistics
of the test are given in Table 4.

Table 4. Statistics of Load Testing Performed on Private Tangle implemented for sFarm

Parameter Value
Number of Samples Data Transactions sent 1000
Load Duration 1 Minute
Failed Transactions 10
Percentage of Error 1 %
Average Response Time(ms) 7566.76
Minimum Response Time(ms) 1883
Maximum Response Time(ms) 25760
Median Response Time(ms) 7314.00
Throughput (Transactions/Second) 38.03

Response time distribution for all 1000 sample data transactions sent is shown in Fig. 11.
Average response time for these 1000 samples is 7566.6ms. Even with such a large number
of nodes sending transactions at the same time to a single node has resulted in only 1%
failure and average response time of approximately 7.5 Sec. Hence, the throughput of each
peer node is high enough to handle a large number of edge nodes at the same time. Latency
from the peer node is another factor which needs analyzing to determine if it can support
near real-time applications like sFarm. The request load is increased gradually over the time
span of 1 minute, and the number of success and failure responses are measured along with
the median latency in receiving responses from the peer node and results are shown in Fig.
12. A comparative analysis with respect to transaction times and throughput is performed
between [16] and the current paper implementation to analyze the benefits of using Private
Tangle Data Structure based DLT over Public Tangle based DLT and is presented in Table 5.
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Fig. 11. Response Time Distribution for Private IOTA Tangle Node implemented in sFarm.

Fig. 12. Latency of Peer Node with Increasing Number of Requests per Second,

Table 5. Comparative Analysis of Results

Feature Lamtzidis et al. [16] Current Paper
DLT Platform IOTA IOTA
Type of DLT Public Private
PoW Local Local
Transaction Time (in Sec) 60 1.8
Throughput (Tx/Sec) 5 38.03

8 Conclusions and Future Research

In this work we have proposed a novel idea of distributed ledger based Remote Crop
Monitoring System which solves the problem of data privacy and security and provides
an efficient and affordable Remote Crop Monitoring solution. It makes use of DLT along with
the IoT to leverage a system which can solve the discussed problems with centralized data
sharing platforms. Proof of concept is implemented for the proposed sFarm and is analyzed
for scalability and reliability. Results from the analysis have shown that the proposed system
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can handle a large number (1000) of sensing nodes with an average latency of 7566.6 ms and
1% error rate making it an acceptable solution for small to large farms.

In future work, we will develop a full level prototype and deploy it in a real-time
environment. Along with that, different techniques to reduce the latency further and provide
a user-friendly GUI option for better accessibility to farmers will be analyzed. Our focus is
on providing an efficient, affordable and robust solution for a Crop Monitoring System while
maintaining data security and privacy. In addition, future work will be able to use AI/ML
techniques to monitor the anomalies in environmental parameters and alert the user to take
prompt decision.
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